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Abstract. Over the last decade, the advances in the high-throughput
omic technologies have given the possibility to proﬁle tumor cells at
diﬀerent levels, fostering the discovery of new biological data and the
proliferation of a large number of bio-technological databases. In this
paper we describe a framework for enabling the interoperability among
diﬀerent biological data sources and for ultimately supporting expert
users in the complex process of extraction, navigation and visualization
of the precious knowledge hidden in a such huge quantity of data. In this
framework, a key role is played by the Connectivity Map, a databank
which relates diseases, physiological processes, and the action of drugs.
The system will be used in a pilot study on the Multiple Myeloma (MM).
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Introduction

The emergence of aﬀordable high-performance computers, and the high-throughput
omic technologies are the basis of several projects aiming at building new public
molecular proﬁle data repositories on clinical cancer and cultured cancer cell
lines. Using such new public resources, bio-medical researchers can i) publish
their data and results making them available, and ii) use the in-lab produced
and public data to study a drug candidate, a gene or a disease state in a biological
system in order to verify hypothesis and generate new knowledge.
Major examples of public bio-technological databases and repositories are:
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) located in United

States8 , the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) placed in Europe9 , and
the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)10 . They host data about genome, proteins, nucleotides, genes, relationships between phenotype and genotype and
more than 21 million citations from biomedical literature. Subsequently, other
interesting project initiatives have come out, each of which with the goal of
providing useful information with respect to a particular viewpoint of complex
biological systems. Gene Ontology (GO)11 focuses on gene product characteristics and gene product annotation data. GO allows users to query and to extract
knowledge from the built ontology. The KEGG database12 stores a collection
of online databases dealing with genomes and enzymatic pathways. The DrugBank13 , the KEGG DRUG14 , the ChEBI15 databases oﬀer diﬀerent kinds of
bioinformatics and cheminformatics resources that combine detailed drug data
with comprehensive drug target information. The NCI-60 [14] database oﬀers
tools for storing, querying and downloading molecular proﬁle data of 60 diverse
human cancer cell lines to screen compounds for anticancer activity.
In addition to the above described ones, a particularly interesting project is
the Connectivity Map (hencefort CMap) [11], which is born with the challenge of
establishing relationships among diseases, physiological processes, and the action
of drugs according to the same language. The CMap provides a solution to this
problem by i) describing all biological states (physiological, disease, or induced
with a chemical or genetic construct) in terms of genomic signatures, ii) creating
a large public database of signatures of drugs and genes, and iii) developing
pattern-matching tools to detect similarities among these signatures.
In this paper, we presents a preliminary proposal that exploits the main
potentialities of this bio-medical research trend towards a data-centric science by
providing a knowledge support to the study of cancer microenvironments. With
respect to CMap, the added value of our proposal consists in linking out CMap
with the various types of data and partial knowledge stored in diﬀerent data
banks, including those cited above. By performing a comprehensive analysis of
databases, data repositories, and ontologies, our ultimate goal is not to replicate
existing data, but to design and develop a Web delivery system which:
1. enables the interoperability among the queryable data sources,
2. captures the diﬀerent kinds of relationships that exist among them,
3. reinforces the cooperation of heterogeneous and distributed data bank sources
for the query processing target,
4. supports the users in the complex process of extraction, navigation and visualization of the knowledge hidden in a such huge quantity of data.
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In particular, to facilitate interoperability (i), we will focus on the normalization problem by creating a semantic layer linking the data sources (ii). On top,
innovative algorithms and techniques for querying (iii), mining and visualizing
data, models and statistics will enable the extraction of new knowledge (iv).
The main of the Web delivery system will be to assist bio-medical researchers
in analyzing tumors microenvironments in order to understand them and identify
relationships among tumors, the eﬀect of drugs and the patients’ biodiversity.
Such relationships are of particular interest for drug repositioning (that is, understanding whether drugs typically used for treating some speciﬁc tumors can
be used for treating other tumors since they report at a normal state the same
genes) and for the identiﬁcation of novel compounds able to overcome resistance
or revert it. The system will be used in a pilot study on the Multiple Myeloma
(MM), an incurable malignant plasma cell disease.

2

Our approach

Our goal is to introduce an end-to-end system (whose architecture is depicted in
Fig. 1) that would provide a technological support to this issue by exploiting the
CMap and additional data sources. In this way, bio-medical researchers will be
able to study Cancer microenvironments in order to understand their speciﬁcities
and the eﬀect of drugs considering the patients’ biodiversity. In particular, it is
possible to understand the relationships of one tumor with other tumors, to
understand mechanisms of drug resistance in tumor Cells to drugs in current
use, to elucidate the contribution of the tumor environment in conferring drug
resistance, to identify candidate compounds for drug repositioning, to identify a
set of candidate gene products for extensive study of their role in drug resistance.
To this end, we will pursue the following objectives:
Identiﬁcation of the data repositories which relate to the CMap;
Normalization and interoperability of the identiﬁed databases and the CMap;
Use of Data Mining techniques for extracting useful knowledge from data;
Use of techniques for semantic tagging of the CMap;
Use of techniques for querying the extended CMap, the identiﬁed data repositories and the extracted knowledge as a unique dataspace;
– Use of Visual Query Languages for querying CMap and extracted knowledge.
–
–
–
–
–

Our aim is therefore to give answers to the problems that are mandatory for
these objectives. In the following, we survey the main problems we foresee in
this context and delineate the research directions toward their solution.
2.1

Bio-technological data gathering

Our ﬁrst goal is to identify the data repositories which can be combined with the
Connectivity Map, keeping in mind that the ﬁnal goal is to allow bio-medical
researchers to navigate the stored knowledge as well as to formulate new hypotheses based on the information stored in the bio-technological data repositories.

Fig. 1. The system architecture

As a matter of fact, several works in the literature aim at extending the information stored in the CMap [7, 15]. However, they represent ad-hoc extensions.
Our goal, instead, is to provide a systematic approach to extend the CMap and
make the information it stores interoperable with data available in other biotecnological database such as NCBI (Gene, Geo, Pubmed), ArrayExpress, Gene
Ontology, KEGG, and Drug Bank as reported in Fig. 1.
2.2

Data mining and semantic information extraction

By taking into account the requirements coming from bio-medical researchers
we will exploit several mining algorithms in order to extract knowledge from the
selected datasources. The goal is to better understand tumors and to identify
relationships among them, the eﬀect of drugs and the patients’ biodiversity.
These algorithms can signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from the identiﬁcation of semantic
relatedness among entities. In particular, the results of the data mining algorithms can be used to enrich/conﬁrm ontologies that can be used to support
semantic-based querying. On the other hand, semantically tagged data can be
used to identify relationships to be used in the mining processes.
By exploiting co-clustering approaches, it is possible to discover groups of
genes whose gene expressions are simultaneously altered by one or more diseases
[2]. To this purpose, hierarchical and non-hierarchical co-clustering techniques
can be exploited. Moreover, in order to characterize and describe tumors (or
classes of tumors) on the basis of the variability of genomic signatures observed
in gene products, network based emerging patterns discovery algorithms [3] can
be used. Furthermore, we plan to analyze evolution of diseases through short time
series analysis techniques [4]. To this end, both visual data mining and temporal

patterns extraction algorithms will be deﬁned. Finally, in order to identify the
disease’s stage on the basis of expression gene values, collective classiﬁcation
algorithms and ensemble-based algorithms can be exploited. While in the case of
collective classiﬁcation [13] it is possible to handle the autocorrelation (according
to which “closer” objects are more related than “furthermost” ones), typically
present in data organized in network form (as those considered here, where genes
are related to other genes, to diseases, to functional pathways and to miRNAs),
in ensemble-based classiﬁcation [12] diﬀerent learning models will be combined
together (ensemble) in order to deﬁne the ﬁnal model. All the above mentioned
mining algorithms will be implemented in the “Mining module” (see Fig. 1).
As regards data correlation analysis, starting from data stored in the CMap,
the selected databases and appropriate ontologies, a Semantic Correlation Network will be built. This semantic network will be used to extract sub-networks
related to Cancer through the application of network analysis algorithms such
as network alignment algorithms [10], clustering [8], and pattern extraction algorithms [6]. The outcomes of this activity will be implemented in the “CMap
enhancing module” of the Web delivery system.
2.3

Biotechnological data modeling and management

Once all the data repositories have been identiﬁed, additional problems raise. Indeed, the biological data to be analyzed are heterogeneous both in their type and
format, since they come from several data sources exhibiting diﬀerent schema.
Moreover, another kind of information that is particularly useful for our goal is
the knowledge provided by the mining activities. Again, it diﬀers from the biological databanks not only for the format but mainly for the adopted model as
it refers to a mining model rather than operational ones. On the other hand, all
the above mentioned data sources are inherently connected, thus the availability
of normalization and interoperability solutions that allow analysis tools to deal
with information coming from diﬀerent sources in a uniﬁed way is crucial.
In addition, solutions to enrich the CMap with the information gathered
from the other biological data sources are necessary to use semantics to search
or browse its data. Finally, a ﬂexible query model is necessary that allow stakeholders to query the knowledge in the data sources in a uniform way and to get
useful results for analysis purposes. Thus, the main challenges for this goal are:
1. Extension of the CMap with semantic information encoded into ontologies;
2. Normalization and interoperability of the set of data sources;
3. Deﬁnition of techniques for eﬀectively and eﬃciently supporting querying.
As regards the ﬁrst challenge, RDF annotations to the CMap entities with the
support of the selected ontologies will be introduced. The output will be stored in
a relational database (CMap annotated, see Fig. 1) containing both entities and
functional annotations extracted from ontologies whereas the methods will be
implemented in an ad hoc module, called Annotation Module. It will create the
ﬁrst version of CMap annotated, then it will periodically update it by searching
for new annotations that can be extracted from publicly available databases.

The second challenge will be dealt with the aim of providing a technological platform to the full interoperability among the selected data banks and the
outputs of the mining activities: CMap annotated; the sub-networks related to
Cancer; the genes-pathologies co-clusters, the disease (emerging) patterns, temporal expression patterns (extracted from short time sequences) and the disease
classiﬁcation model. As to source participation, the platform will support two alternative options: external sources accessible through Internet querying services
and local sources, which the system will have full control and accessibility on.
To this end, the platform will draw inspiration from dataspaces [5]. Indeed,
a dataspace follows a data co-existence approach and its main aim is to provide
base functionality over all data sources, regardless of how integrated they are,
thus shifting the emphasis to a data co-existence. To this end, an ontological
language will support the speciﬁcation of data sources in the form of data schema,
mining model or query ﬂow and a mapping language will be used for inter-source
mapping speciﬁcation. As to the latter, the platform will support the gradual
speciﬁcation of schema mapping between sources in a pay-as-you-go fashion [1].
The third challenge is faced through 1) the introduction of a ﬂexible query
language and an approximate query matching model that would allow stakeholders to easily query the system and to get useful results, 2) the deﬁnition
of algorithms and data structures for approximate query answering that would
ensure good performances under diﬀerent system conditions.
The language allows users to specify queries as graphs of biological concepts,
biological entities (data instances), predicates on biological entities, and labeled
relationships among them. Moreover, it will extend the classical comparison
operators with ad-hoc operators to query mined data and models. Query samples
that could be speciﬁed are “Find all genes that are up-regulated and whose
localization is similar to Nucleolus and function is similar to receptor-binding”,
“Find all thegroups of similar genes whose localization is diﬀerent from nucleolus
that are down-regulated under the eﬀect of drug X”, and many others.
Once a query is issued to the system, the query processor module will approximate the query on the dataspace by: 1) deﬁning a query plan that selects
the involved sources through the interoperability platform, 2) sending to each
selected source the appropriate query, collecting and merging the query results
through the application of record linkage techniques [9].
In order to support an eﬃcient query processing on the dataspace, we will
study appropriate data structures and algorithms that will support all the different peculiarities of the queried data and of the query language. To this end,
two kinds of indices will be concurrently exploited in order to eﬃciently answer a
given query: a) High-level indices; b) Low-level indices (one or more per source).
Some of the high-level indices will help in eﬃciently ﬁltering out unnecessary
sources and accessing those having structural and or data properties compatible
with the given query only. In this case, ideas from existing successful proposals
in diﬀerent and simpler single-source scenarios will be adapted and exploited
(e.g. signatures and bloom ﬁlters). Other kinds of high-level indices will instead
be helpful when merging answers coming from the queried sources. Some local

sources will be equipped with one or more low-level indices, whose kind will depend on the source data. The peculiarities of involved indices and sources will be
exploited by algorithms for access plan generation. In case of queries with a very
large number of results, the project will study top-k algorithms to maximize the
relevance of the results and to minimize the processing time.
2.4

The Web delivery system for the easy-access to the datasources

The Web delivery system will be implemented as a Service Oriented Infrastructure according to which Web-services enabling both access to data and usage
of the deﬁned algorithms will be provided. An important feature is the userfriendliness of the whole prototype for potential users. The Web delivery system
will then be made accessible by means of a Visual User Interface module that provides biological data experts with a rich user experience during the usage of the
tool, both in the querying phase and in the result manipulation phase. The main
objective is then the deﬁnition of a visual query language speciﬁcally targeted
to biological data sources analysis and of appropriate visualization techniques.
In order to fully explain the goal we intend to obtain let us consider the
query and visualization interface of CMap. By using this tool, a query basically
consists in providing a signature ﬁle and searching for connected objects. The
main diﬃculties for users are in the text-based syntax of the signature ﬁle, which
almost requires a kind of programming capabilities, as the syntax should be
rigorous. In particular, nowadays the way of writing a query is to create an
Excel ﬁle and to insert speciﬁc values into the columns, according to the given
sheet format. Conversely, a graphical interface will be developed, in which the
user, through drag&drop of the basic elements needed for building a signature
(to be taken from a palette available to the user), is able to visually write such
a signature and to use it for querying the system. In the same way, currently
the results of the queries are viewed in a table format, and then for each of
them a click allows for opening the related speciﬁcation (again an Excel ﬁle).
Conversely, a graph-based visualization is envisioned, in which results are shown
as nodes of a graph, and the edges represent relationships (e.g., due to sharing
of some objects in the structure). Diﬀerent colors, thickness of the edges, etc.
convey speciﬁc semantics. A more natural interaction modality will also allow
for the use of the interface/tool by users equipped with modern devices, such as
tablets, during their normal operations in laboratories.

3

Case study: Study of the Multiple Myeloma

The web framework will be used in a pilot study on the Multiple Myeloma (MM),
an incurable malignant plasma cell disease with an incidence of 5 per 100,000
inhabitants, and for that in NCBI GEO are submitted around 6658 samples.
MM locates primarily to the bone marrow (BM) in multiple niches that provide
a microenvironment which promotes tumor survival. In this context, the main
aim of the system will be to allow bio-medical researches to avoid wasting time

and funds for the in-vitro veriﬁcation of potentially meaningless hypothesis by
their testing with in silico techniques. Speciﬁcally, thanks to the system, it will
be possible drive the process of hypothesis generation in: 1) understanding the
correlation of the MM with other tumors in terms of gene expressions modiﬁcations; 2) deﬁning a characterization of the MM in terms of genes; 3) analyzing the
evolution of the pathology; 4) automatically identify MM on the basis of gene expressions modiﬁcations and additional information stored in other datasources.
This analysis might help the drug repositioning task and the identiﬁcation of
novel compounds able to overcome resistance or revert it in the four drugs in
current use (Dexamethasone, Bortezomib, High Dose Melphalan, Lenalidomide).
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